Company Name: Riverside Contracting, Inc.

Montana Air Quality Permit Number: 3046

Will move its (circle or highlight one):

- Asphalt Plant
- Crushing Plant
- Concrete Plant
- Other: ______________

Is the plant moving out of state? (circle or highlight one) YES NO

If no,

From: ______________

To: ______________

Latitude: 47.86560

Latitude: 46.33008

Longitude: -108.63313

Longitude: -106.03874

Section: 3

Section: 25

Township N/S: 24N

Township N/S: 7N

Range E/W: 24E

Range E/W: 45E

County: Phillips

County: Custer

Provide the location nearest to where the equipment will be set-up, such as a gravel pit.

Enter in decimal degrees if possible using five digits to the right of the decimal point.

Provide an aerial view or topographic map with the pin point location shown.

On Date: 1/24/2021

Signature: ______________

Do you believe this Intent to Transfer would move into designated Sage Grouse Habitat as covered by the Governor’s Executive Order 21-2105? (circle or highlight one) YES NO

The Department also requests, that once the plant physically locates to the new site, that the source alerts the Department the move was completed. An email or phone call to the Department field services inspector assigned to your company is adequate or a phone call to the Air Quality Bureau main number at 406-444-3490. Just indicate the Air Quality Permit Number and that the equipment has moved to the planned latitude and longitude as indicated in the Intent to Transfer Notice. If more than one Intent to Transfer Notice was provided for the same equipment, please specify to which location the equipment relocated.
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